
 

 

28th January 2021 
 
 
Dear Candidate 
 
Thank you for your interest in applying as a private candidate to sit exams at Ealing Independent 
College this academic year. 
 
As you are no doubt aware, plans for the examination series this summer remain unclear. Exams have 
been cancelled, and there remains a lack of detail as to what will be used to replace them. The 
consultation period, which aims to define the next stages in providing a plan for assessment this 
summer will likely not reach a conclusion until the end of February, whilst deadlines for examination 
entries remain in place - the initial entry deadline being February 5th. 
 
It is important, at this point, to provide as much assistance as possible for Private Candidates, and 
make clear how the College intends to run examinations in the summer for applicants. We are 
committed to supporting candidates as far as we possibly can, and will work to provide a fair system 
which allows flexibility over the coming months. 
 
At present, it appears that it is likely that Ofqual will insist on some form of assessment taking place, 
with a proposed assessment window in late-May to June. This assessment is likely to have to be both 
internally and externally moderated and quality assured, but will be set by the exam boards. 
 
I would envisage that these would run much like exams, and so the College could administer them as 
such. 
 
However, the consultation is ongoing, and this may not actually come to fruition, with another 
possibility being that grades would be awarded in the same manner that they were last year, through 
Centre Assessed Grades. 
 
With this in mind, I am proposing two possible ways forward for private candidates with reference to 
exams this year: 
 
Path 1 - Should Ofqual Assessments take place 
 

-Private Candidates partake in the Easter Mock examination series at the College (likely to run from 
April 19-30) - this will provide key data in the event of an appeal, should performance not reach 
expectations in the Ofqual Assessments 
 

-Private Candidates sit their Ofqual Assessments, as directed, during the May-June window. 
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-Grades are to be awarded in July 
 
Path 2 - Should Ofqual Assessments not take place 
 

-Private Candidates partake in the Easter Mock examination series at the College (likely to run from 
April 19-30) - this will provide key data in the event that Centre Assessed Grades are to be used to 
determine performance 
 

-Private Candidates sit final assessments in the May-June window, as set and administered by the 
College. This data will supplement the Easter Mock data to provide the College with sufficient evidence 
to provide a Centre Assessed Grade for each candidate 
 

-Where there is a large discrepancy between grades in the two assessment points, a Viva interview will 
take place to determine the final grade. The Viva would consist of a one-to-one consultation between 
the candidate and a suitably qualified member of staff to clarify the level of a student orally. 
 

-Grades are to be awarded in July 
 
 
 

Our response to this issue is unprecedented in that we have never invited Private Candidates in for the 
Easter Mocks, but we understand that these circumstances call upon institutions to provide as much 
assistance as is possible to all candidates. This underlines a heightened level of commitment to ensure 
that we support Private Candidates as far as we can. Where we can not support a candidate, we will 
issue a full refund. 
 
There remains uncertainty in how formal assessment will be administered this year, but we are 
navigating the situation in a way which, I believe, gives us the best understanding of your potential 
grade. Plans are being put in place now to avoid the issues of last year, where arrangements had to be 
changed at very short notice for candidates because of the lockdown, and a number of students could 
not be supported. We are doing everything within our power to ensure that Private Candidates are 
catered for in the fairest way possible this year. 
 
As specified above, the deadline for entry for the examination series for this year is February 5th at 12 
noon, and, where a Private Candidate wishes to enter they must submit their application form and pay 
all fees by this point, or their entry will be subject to late entry fees. 
 
Where candidates apply, and meet fee requirements, they will be expected to follow the Easter Mock 
Examinations and final assessments as if they were formal examinations, attending all papers and 
following the rules and regulations as prescribed by JCQ (Information for candidates document 
attached). 
 
I am very hopeful that these challenging circumstances can be negotiated, and that students can 
successfully attain the grades which they deserve this summer. 
 
Yours sincerely  

 
Mr Allan Cairns  
Principal 
 


